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The Laika Mission is a fictional story
based on real-life events that occurred
during the birth of the space race between
the United States and the Soviet Union.
The Soviets strike first with the launch of
the Sputnik 1 satellite, and then
immediately follow it with Sputnik 2.
However, this time, the second satellite is
carrying a special cargo - a dog named
Laika. Follow her journey from street stray
to space, and the young Russian dog
handler, Dimitri, who readies her for the
historic flight. The story brings Dimitri and
Laika together with a venerable rocket
scientist and two military doctors amongst
the backdrop of a communist country
trying to shake the oppression of the past.
Will she make it around the Earth and
return safely? Or will the rush to the
cosmos ultimately doom her chances for
survival?

Laika, the first dog launched into space: 15 facts on the ill-fated Oct 28, 2002 Laikas mission on board Sputnik 2
stunned the world. Sputnik 1, the worlds first satellite, had been launched less than one month before. none Oct 14, 2016
Meet Laika, the stray dog who became a space pioneer. Kudryavka (Little Curly) by her trainers, was selected for the
Sputnik II mission. 10 Tragic Facts About Laika, The First Dog In Space - Listverse Sputnik 2 or Prosteyshiy
Sputnik 2 was the second spacecraft launched into Earth orbit, on 3 Ten dogs were considered for the mission, with the
final selection being narrowed down to three, Laika being the flight animal, Albina the backup, November 3, 1957:
Laika the space dog becomes first living Laika (Russian: [lajka]) c. 1954 November 3, 1957) was a Soviet space dog
who . Laika was to be the flight doga sacrifice to science on a one-way mission to space. Albina, who had already flown
twice on a high-altitude test Laika the Cosmonaut Dog: USSR sends first living creature into orbit Jan 14, 2017
Outside of the Soviet Union, Laikas doomed mission was an outrage. The British, in particular, campaigned to stop the
mission. The Daily The Sad Story of Laika: First Dog in Space Soapboxie Sputnik mission The flight. The launch
vehicle carrying the second Soviet satellite with dog Laika onboard lifted off at dawn on Nov. 3, 1957. As telemetry
later BBC NEWS Science/Nature First dog in space died within hours Nov 3, 2016 On the 59th anniversary of the
launch of first living being in space, a dog named Laika, here are some facts on the mission and the dog. Booktopia The Laika Mission by Mark Phillips, 9781612442648 The Laika Mission by Phillips, Mark -Paperback eBay
LAIKA Jul 12, 2011 A graphic novel poses an alternate (fictional) ending: What if Laika months training her and two
other dogs for a possible space mission. The Laika Mission: Mark Phillips: 9781612442648: LAIKA. The First
Space Dog. The first living creature in space was launched on a one way . In chronological order, the Russian space dog
missions were:. Sputnik 2 - Wikipedia Mar 19, 2015 Laika had several nicknames before they settled on her name.
and stray dogs had already been adopted by the space mission due to their Space Dog Laika Finally Gets a Happy
Ending - Seeker On 3 November 1957, Laika, a stray dog from the streets of Moscow became the first living creature to
orbit the Earth, paving the way for human spaceflight. Laika Our mission is to bring to the screen the kinds of
emotional, innovative, and exhilarating stories we as filmmakers loved growing up. Our first feature film was Laika the
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Dog - First Animal in Outer Space - ThoughtCo The Laika Mission - Kindle edition by Mark Phillips. Download it
once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, Laika - Wikipedia Nov 3,
2015 A stray dog called Laika became the first living thing in space when she orbited But it was a guaranteed suicide
mission: Laikas death was : The Laika Mission eBook: Mark Phillips: Kindle Store Little was known about the
impact of spaceflight on living creatures at the time of Laikas mission, and the technology to de-orbit had not yet been
developed, ?Why We Still Want Laika the Space Dog to Come Home Producer of computer generated, stop-motion,
and cel animation. Formerly Vinton Studios. Russian Memorial for Space Dog Laika (Update) - Universe Today
Soviet Space dogs Mushka, Laika,and Albina, are held on leashes by a researcher. They wear But Laika was deemed
better suited for this mission. Her space Sputnik-2 - Russian Space Web Sep 25, 2012 On board the small satellite was
a little dog, Laika, the first animal to orbit Earth. She was launched on the Soviet Unions Sputnik 2 mission in Heroes
of Space: Laika the space dog - Spaceanswers Feb 28, 2014 Buy the Paperback Book The Laika Mission by Mark
Phillips at , Canadas largest bookstore. + Get Free Shipping on books over $25! Laika, The First Space Dog - Today
In Science History Oct 3, 2010 On Friday Russian officials unveiled a monument to Laika, the pioneering However,
after the Soviet Union collapsed, reports from mission The Laika Mission by Mark Phillips NOOK Book (eBook)
Barnes Nothing except to see how long she would live and what her body would do during launch and Laika had food,
and telemetry showed that she was eating it. The Laika Mission, Book by Mark Phillips (Paperback) chapters The
Laika Mission is a fictional story based on real-life events that occurred during the birth of the space race between the
United States and the Soviet Union. Soviet Space dog, Laika, preparing for a mission to - CriticalPast Feb 28, 2014
The Paperback of the The Laika Mission by Mark Phillips at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! Feb 28,
2014 The Laika Mission is a fictional story based on real-life events that occurred during the birth of the space race
between the United States and Laika the Dog & the First Animals in Space - Apr 7, 2017 Laika became the very first
living creature to enter orbit after being Apollo 11 Getting Ready to Take Off on Its Historic Mission to the Moon.
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